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Preface

The field of computer science is so young that sometimes we think of it as
history-less, as a set of cutting-edge technologies without a past. This is a
crucialmistake. The fieldmight be relatively young, especially when compared
with other traditional exact sciences, such as mathematics and physics, but it
has a very dense history. A fitting comparison is the life expectancy of a dog
vs. that of a human: a year in computer science is equivalent to seven years in
other scientific fields. On the one hand, such speed of innovation is exciting
and one of computer science’s characterizing features; on the other hand, it too
often prevents us from reflecting on the history, and consequently we reinvent
the wheel.
In my 20 years as a lecturer of computer science, I have noticed that students

are often incredibly skilled in the latest technologies but are not able to place
them into their historical and societal context. Something like the Web is
taken for granted. Occasionally, a student will place the Web’s birth in the
1950s. The problem becomes even more evident when they start designing a
system for their final project. The intuitions and ideasmay be very worthwhile,
but often they have been proposed before, unbeknownst to the student. My
feeling is that they lack heroes and role models. They lack an Einstein or
Fermi to look up to, a Freud or a Jung to place at the origin of their field.
This gap is not due to the absence of exceptional computer science founding
fathers—and mothers. It is rather that most ignore the origins of a model,
an idea, a technique, or a technology. Who invented the Web? When? Who
proposed object-oriented programming?Why?Who coined the termArtificial
Intelligence? How is it defined? These are questions that Web engineers,
software engineers, and Artificial Intelligence students—not to mention the
general public—too often cannot answer.
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The present book was born with the desire to systematize and fix on paper
historical facts about the Web. No, the Web was not born in the 1950s; it
is not even 30 years old. Undoubtedly, it has changed our lives, but it has
done so in just a few decades. So, how did it manage to become such a central
infrastructure of modern society, such a necessary component of our economic
and social interactions? How did it evolve from its origin to today? Which
competitors, if any, did it have to win over? Who are the heroes behind it?
These are some of the questions that the present book addresses. The book
also covers the prehistory of the Web so as to better understand its evolution.

Even if it is perhaps obvious, it is still worthwhile to remark that there
is an important difference between the Web and the Internet. The Web
is an application built over the Internet. It is a system that needs a com-
munication infrastructure to allow users to navigate it and follow a link
structure distributed among millions of Web servers. The Internet is such
an infrastructure, allowing computers to communicate with each other. The
confusion sometimes arises due to the fact that the Web and its companion
email are the most successful applications over the Internet. Nevertheless, the
Web and the Internet are two distinct systems. The present book is about the
Web. It will often refer to the Internet, as the relation between the two is very
close indeed, but the book focuses only on the Web.

The book is organized into four parts. Part I: The Origins covers the
prehistory of the Web. It looks at the technology that preexisted the Web and
fostered its birth. It also covers earlier hypertextual systems that have preceded
the emergence of the Web. The narrative is historical in nature with many
references and quotations from the field’s pioneers.

Part II: The Web describes the original Web proposal as defined in 1989 by
Tim Berners-Lee and the most relevant technologies associated with it. The
presentation is mostly historical in nature.

Part III: The Patches combines the historical reconstruction of the evolution
of the Web with a more critical analysis of the original definition and of the
necessary changes to the initial design. The presentation has both an historical
and an engineering flavor.

Finally, Part IV: System Engineering looks at the Web as an engineered
infrastructure and reflects on its technical and societal success. The narrative
here predominantly takes a system’s engineering view, considering the Web as
a unique, gigantic case study. There are occasional historical elements and a
few considerations with a philosophy of science twist to them.

The book was written with the technological-engaged and knowledge-
thirsty reader in mind, ranging from the curious daily Web user to the
computer science and engineering student. People with diverse backgrounds
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might want to personalize their reading experience. The more historically
oriented reader who has less background and interest in computer science
should follow the thick, gray arrow on Fig. 1, most notably skipping Part III
and optionally going through Part IV. Similarly, those already familiar with the
history of the Internet and of the prehistory of the Web can follow the thin,
gray line in Fig. 1 and go for the more technical chapters. Two chapters can be
considered optional: Chap. 8 on the Semantic Web is slightly more technical
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than the rest and can be safely skipped. Chapter 5 on Web browsers and their
wars has a vintage taste that will appeal to the baby boomers, but may be less
relevant to the millennials.

In looking at the history and evolution of the Web, we will encounter
many interesting characters and pioneers. A few recur throughout the history
and will be often present. The most notable three are Tim Berners-Lee, who
invented the Web; Alan Kay, who is one of the founding fathers of computer
science and has a strong feeling about the Web (he also inspired the title of
the present book); and Ted Nelson, who defined the field of hypertextuality
with his pioneering Xanadu system. Could these be the heroes that computer
science generations need? For sure they are visionaries to look up to and who
will be remembered.

I have based the historical reconstruction presented here on many books,
papers, and Web pages. These are all cited throughout the book. I have also
employed facts from my personal experience or directly communicated to me
by prominent colleagues. Wikipedia has often been the starting point for my
research. I did not put references to the Wikipedia entries, though, as they
are quite straightforward and I can imagine anybody being able to just input
the keywords in the Wikipedia search box. As a sign of my appreciation, I did
regularly donate to the Wikipedia Foundation, and I plan to do so again in
the future. If you have downloaded this book for free from the Internet, you
know, kind of illegally, I do suggest that at least you make a donation to the
Wikipedia Foundation, too.

Writing this book has been great fun, and it helped me to reflect on the
history of theWeb, at times reconstructing facts that were vaguely stored in the
back of my mind. I took the liberty of the occasional personal and subjective
consideration, based on my understanding of science and technology. Being
used to writing objective and unbiased scientific papers, such freedomwas new
to me and at times inebriating. While the fumes of freedom might have made
my style looser than usual, it has never been my intention to offend anyone
or put down the hard work of respectable individuals. In fact, there are only
good, heroic visionaries in this book, no traces of bad guys—at most, some
people who might have misjudged the ugly effects of specific design decisions
or who have simply behaved like amateurs by ignoring the history of the field
to which they were contributing.

Sydney, June 2017 Marco Aiello
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